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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 2nd Semester Examination, 2021 

CC3-SOCIOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY-II 

Time Allotted: 3 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer any three of the following questions 

Each answer should be limited to 1400 words 

20×3 = 60 

1. Discuss how Durkheim used his sociological method to the study of suicide.  

   

2. Explain Merton’s codification of functional analysis.  

   

3. What is feminism? Discuss the distinctive features of liberal feminism.  

   

4. Discuss Weber’s interpretative method and its application in understanding social 

action. 

 

   

5. Critically examine Marx’s theory of class and class conflict.  

   

6. What is conflict? Discuss conflict perspective of Ralph Dahrendorf.  

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 2nd Semester Examination, 2021 

CC4-SOCIOLOGY 

INDIAN SOCIETY-II 

Time Allotted: 3 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer any three of the following questions 

Each answer should be limited to 1400 words 

20×3 = 60 

1. Discuss Gandhi’s idea of ideal village and his idea of rural development.  

   

2. How did G.S. Ghurye explain Indian caste system in the light of Indological 

approach? 

 

   

3. Analyse the nature and causes of Tebhaga Movement. What was its impact on 

peasant society? 

 

   

4. Examine the origin of Kshatriyisation Movement. Analyse its impact on the 

Rajbanshis. 

 

   

5. What is Renaissance? Discuss the impact of Bengal renaissance in 19
th

 Century 

Bengal. 

 

   

6. What is communalism? Discuss the causes of communalism in India. Examine its 

impact on contemporary Indian society. 

 

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 2nd Semester Examination, 2021 

GE2-SOCIOLOGY  

POPULATION AND SOCIETY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer any three of the following questions 

Each answer should be limited to 1400 words 

20×3 = 60 

1. What is social demography? Discuss the scope and subject matter of social 

demography. Discuss the significance of studying social demography. 

 

   

2. Discuss the Malthusian Theory of population. What are its limitations? Is it 

applicable to study the population trends in India? 

 

   

3. What is demographic transition theory? Critically discuss demographic transition 

theory. 

 

   

4. Define Fertility. Analyse the factors that contribute to the high rate of growth of 

population in India. 

 

   

5. Define mortality rate. Analyse the recent causes for declining mortality rate in 

India. 

 

   

6. What is population explosion? Analyse the effects of population growth in India.  

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Programme 2nd Semester Examination, 2021  

  DSC2-SOCIOLOGY 

SOCIOLOGY OF INDIA 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value. 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer any three of the following questions 
Each answer should be limited to 1400 words 

20×3 = 60

1. Discuss the idea of Unity in Diversity of Indian society. 
ভারতীয় সমােজর উেlখ কের ঐক  ও একতার ধারণা সmেক সংেkেপ আেলাচনা কর। 

  
2. Define tribe. Identify the important features of tribal economy. 

উপজািতর সংjা দাও। উপজািত অথনীিতর grtপণূ ৈবিশ gিল িচিhত কর। 
  

3. Define family. Explain the structural and functional changes in family in the 
contemporary India. 
পিরবােরর সংjা দাও। সমসামিয়ক ভারেত পিরবােরর কাঠােমাগত ও কাযাবলীর পিরবতন সmেক 
ব াখ া কর। 

  
4. What is civil society? Discuss its features and importance in contemporary 

society. 
নাগিরক সমাজ কী ? সমসামিয়ক সমােজ এর ৈবিশ  এবং grt আেলাচনা কর। 

  
5. Define Marriage. Discuss the forms of marriage. Point out its significance in 

society. 
িববােহর সংjা দাও। িববােহর rপgিল িনেয় আেলাচনা কর। সমােজ এর তাৎপয উেlখ কর। 

  
6. What do you mean by communalism? Explain the growth of communalism in 

India. Discuss its impact on contemporary Indian society. 
সাmpদািয়কতা বলেত কী বাঝ ? ভারেত সাmpদািয়কতার িবকাশ িবে ষণ কর। সমসামিয়ক ভারতীয় 
সমােজ এর pভাব িনেয় আেলাচনা কর। 

 
——×—— 

 


